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ABSTRACT
Demand on video traffic over mobile network is increasing in
year on year basis, wireless link capacity cannot satisfying the
traffic requirement. The difference in the traffic demand and
the link capacity with varying link conditions results in poor
quality of videos such as intermittent disruptions and long
buffering time over mobile networks. Due to such
environments, we propose a new mobile video streaming and
sharing system, which efficiently stores videos on the cloud
(VC) and construct agent (subVC) for each mobile user at
client side to offer “non-terminating” video streaming. And
also proposed system will monitor the social network
communication among mobile users and their private agent
prefetch videos in advance according to social activities. The
security of videos and private data of user is provided by
using AES algorithm and secure key exchange by using Diffie
Hellman Key Exchange algorithm.

General Terms
Cloud Computing Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade video traffic has increased on the
internet. There are number of different factors that lead to
increase in video traffic over internet. Such as different
formats of video data like MPEG, AVI, 3GPP, FLV etc.
These different formats differ in Video size and quality of
videos. The video quality demand leads to increase in size of
videos in bulks. Such a bulk data leads to interruption and
long buffering time. Generally, it will badly affect in mobile
users that has signal strength problem. For such users, there is
need of faster and interrupt less access of videos.
Cloud computing can solve this problem, cloud computing is
leading and latest technology which is increasing in use in the
market, which provides number of services to users on
demand. These are software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a
service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) with
greater scalability and availability. Infrastructure as a service
provides storage space for data on the cloud. Data storage on
the cloud has number of benefits like faster data store and
access anywhere in the world on demand. By using this
principal, we are going to store videos on the cloud so that can
be accessed faster.

Cloud computing can also be used for video sharing purpose.
Currently, everyone is on the social media sites and wants to
share the video in community, in friends, in public and in
subscribed users. The videos that has stored on the cloud are
easy to share and can be accessible anywhere in the world.
Sharing on the cloud is as simple as linking the video to other
user.

2. RELATED WORK
Cloud services are provided by number of different venders
and these venders are not trust worthy. Cloud computing
services are given irrespective of geo-location. On cloud
environment location transparency is maintained from cloud
users and Sometimes there is risk of stealing data on cloud by
hackers and there is also possibility that cloud service
provider may not be cloud operator, but provides a value
added services on top of another cloud providers service.
To maintain data privacy user data is stored in encrypted
form, So that the malicious user or the intruders cannot access
data. There are different types of cryptographic technique like
Symmetric and Asymmetric keying. These types are made
based on sharing of encryption key for decryption at the
recipient. Symmetric key cryptographic type uses single key
for both encryption and decryption. But, Asymmetric key
cryptographic type uses different keys for encryption and
decryption purposes.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Nowadays Mobile phones becomes essential part of every
person and that is most likely to be with all. Also mobile
phones has becomes more sophisticated device with number
of functionalities like camera, multimedia player, video
shooting and GPRS, Wi-Fi, 3G like network support etc., due
to such a functionalities users are using mobile phones as high
end device. With the invent of such a technologies, users also
need more sophisticated, faster and stream less access and
sharing of videos over internet. But videos are bulk in size
and different in formats. Such formats produce challenge [1]
in searching and faster download of videos [2]. Formats differ
in quality of data, because it’s a current need of mobile users
in which they want quality of video [3]. Mobile phones
always get affect by low signal strength of network. It leads to
use of encoding technique and compression technique [4], [5].
Signal strength and wireless nature will leads to noisy
communication and causes unreliable transmission problem,
solved by using session in [6] and by using light weight
verification algorithm [7]. These challenges influence towards
use of cloud computing as a solution to above problem [8].
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Cloud computing is growing technology in IT sector and
provide number of services to user. It provides services on
demand [9] and with great comfort [10]. Infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) of cloud services can be used for storing videos
on the cloud [8], [11] so that it can be accessed faster and
easily. Cloud computing has number of benefits [12] for users
like on demand service, pay per use, scalability and
availability services. Cloud services are on demand that is
resources are allocated [13] according to users requirement
and are available all the time. But, there are number of
challenges in adaption of cloud services which is discussed in
[20] such as security [21].Videos that has stored on the cloud
can be shared in group [22], in friends or in public [16].
Sharing of videos can be done by using profile matching [27],
[29], by using social relationship [32] etc. Videos have to be
shared streamlessly and without buffering [16]. Video
streaming has to be done on prediction basis by using social
activities such as sharing in friends, in subscribers, in group or
in public is explained in [16]. As discussed videos are in
different format [1], such videos have to be viewed or
searched and download effortlessly [30]. But there is security
threat in adoption of cloud services, because cloud venders are
not trusty.

prefetching gets stated in background and the pre-fetched
video gets stored into subVC then into subVB. If user wants
to watch new video then he has to give request for video and
decryption key then only actual streaming gets started. This
whole system at client side gets controlled by app controller.
The security of user’s private data and videos on the cloud is
given by using encryption technique which stores videos and
private data after encryption. And the video is decrypted at
client side. The exchange of decryption key depends on the
users activities like if video is shared then decryption key send
along with video and if user request for new video from the
VB then he must have to request for decryption key also.

Mainly security threat for data stored [21] on the cloud that
can be hacked, steeled etc. Even though cloud providers are
not trusted, how to identify is explained in [18]. There has
also provided multicloud architecture [31] for security
improvement by using security at multiple clouds
simultaneously. Security, while travel of data in transmission
line can be solved by using cloud based center for security
check, explained in [14], [19].
There are number of solutions provided for storing data on the
cloud so that data stored is secure [23], [24]. In those
solutions, main solution is to store the videos after encryption
[22] by using cryptographic technique. The data that has
stored after encryption will only decrypt by users or intruders
who has decryption key. The privacy of user data is one of the
biggest challenges which has solved in [17], [22], [23], [24],
[25], [28]. The data that has stored after encryption and shared
by authorized users can create multiple copies of data in [16],
is solved in [26] which has given revocation list for secure
sharing purpose.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We propose a new video streaming and video sharing system
on the cloud which is shown in Figure 1, the entire video
storing and sharing system on the cloud called Video Cloud
(VC). The video cloud contains video base (VB) which stores
videos that are fetched from video service providers (VSPs)
and that are stored by users. The temporary video base
(tempVB) is used to fetch new popular videos from VSPs.
tempVB notes the access count of each video and fetch
according to popularity. The video cloud continuously keeps
running a collector to fetch videos from VSPs and user and
then forwards video to encoder to encode the collected videos
from collector into SVC format and then store into tempVB
latter into VB. By using this 2-tier storage, the proposed
system keeps serving most of popular videos. The whole
management work is handled by the controller in the VC
called VC controller.
For each mobile user a new private agent gets created at client
side which is called as sub-video cloud (subVC). The subVC
has a subVB called sub video base which stores the recently
fetched video segments according to social activities. If there
is any video shared or recommended then streaming and

Figure 1: Architecture Diagram

5. SOLVING APPROACH
The proposed system is depending on techniques like Upload
video, sharing video, video streaming and providing security
by encryption and decryption technique.

5.1 Video Upload
In this phase, user will upload his private video or upload
video from VSP into the VC. In this paper, we consider
mobile network for content uploading on the cloud. We know
that mobile phones are equipped with multiple wireless
network support like 3G, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. The mobile
device can communicate with cloud via multiple routing paths
and upload user videos on the cloud. So our file upload model
consists of three parts that are source, destination and set of
paths in network. On the source side, content of file with k
packets are transferred into p disjoint paths through the
network. The path i have assumed to carry Ki packets. On the
network side path i can be model as an independent FIFO
queue. We can denote delay model by using the delay of
packet j along the routing path i can be denoted as V. In
addition, we assumed that delays occurred by different
packets on the same path is independently distributed and
delays occurred by different packets on different paths in the
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network are independent. Therefore the delay of transferring
Ki packets can be denoted as Ti and can be expressed as,

On the destination side, file is reconstructed upon receiving
packets and the end-to-end file delay T is defined as the max
of the entire path delays that can be denoted as,

The round number 10 just leaves the Mix Columns step.
Similarly in the decryption process in AES the first nine
rounds four basic operations are performed.
i.

Inverse Shift rows.

ii.

Inverse Substitute bytes.

iii.

Inverse Add Round Key.

iv.

Inverse Mix Columns.

5.2 Video Sharing
In this phase, user will share the data that is loaded on the
cloud called video cloud (VC).

5.3 Video Streaming
In this phase, system will stream the video according to social
activities. According to that prefetching in system takes place.
Prefetching levels divided in three types called parts, all and
little.

5.4 Encryption and Decryption of Data
In this phase, we are going to encrypt the data by using AES
algorithm and secure key exchange by using Diffie Hellman
Key Exchange algorithm. The encrypted data will get decrypt
by only those users who has decryption key and has access to
data.

6. AES AND KEY EXCHANGE USING
DIFFIE HELLMAN
We are using Advanced Encryption Standard cryptographic
algorithm for Encryption and Decryption of the video by
using an input of 128 bits size of data and key all time. The
key gets exchanged in the users by using the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange Algorithm. The process that involves in this
system starts by inputting video file by the user as an input
file for encryption and store on the cloud called video cloud
(VC).

6.1 AES Algorithm
AES is a Symmetric block cipher that means it use the same
key for both encryption of data and decryption of data. In an
AES algorithm same size of both the key and the data block
used. The length of the key used defines the number of AES
parameters. As we are using a Key of length 128 bits, we can
use 10 rounds in our algorithm. It can be 12 rounds for 192
bits key size and 14 rounds for 256bits Key sizes. Currently,
128 bit key size used mostly. AES algorithm used to protect
against all known attacks.
The Input of 128 bits block and the 128 bits of key. The block
data pass into a State array which will alter every stage of the
algorithm. 128 bits State array and key can be depicted into a
matrixof4x4 sizes, so total of 16 Bytes. The all operations and
steps involved in AES algorithm has shown in the Figure 2.
AES Algorithm starts with an Add Round Key operation
which will be followed by nine rounds of four operations that
are,
i.

Substitute Bytes.

ii.

Shift Rows.

iii.

Mix Columns.

iv.

Add Round Key.

Figure 2: Rounds in AES

6.2 Distribution of Key using DiffieHellman
Diffie-Hellman is a key distribution algorithm that shares
secret key between users. A review of the algorithm has given
below.


To share secret key the two devices D1 and
D2agrees on numeric constants q and r. Here q is
any random prime number and r is the generator.



Suppose A and B be the private key of the devices
D1 and D2 respectively, the selected A and B by D1
and D2can be any random prime number and also it
must be less than q.



Let s1=rA mod q and s2=rB mod q were computed
by devices D1 and D2 respectively.



The computed s1 and s2 were exchanged between
D1 and D2.
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The end D1 computes (s2)A mod q.
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7. IMPLEMENTATION
Our proposed system based on client server architecture. On
the client side we have implemented android mobile
application with android version 4.0 and on the server side
deployed java application. It consists of main program
handling all task of video cloud (VC) and also system will
automatically initiates and terminates the instances. We have
tested our system using Wi-Fi.
We have tested how long one user has to wait from the
moment that he clicks the video to the moment video
streaming segment arrives, which is called as “click-to-play”
delay. We have shown the chart in Figure 3, it shows how
long system will take the moment user clicks and video
segment arrives according to video that is located in VB or in
subVC or in VSP.
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